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Introduction

In this note we describe the emittance growth we can expect at bunch populations of N =

3,4, 5 x 101° in the SLC linac. We will discuss briefly the effects of injection jitter, injection drift,

and coherent oscillations starting in the middle of the linac. Finally, we will discuss in a more

thorough manner the effects of random misalignment errors throughout the linac.

The results we present are generated using the computer program LTRACK [K. Bane, IEEE

Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-32_ 2389 (1985)]. This program is like a first order version of TRANSPORT,

but it also includes the effects of the longitudinal and dipole wakefields, for the simulations the

beam is cut transversely into slices, and the properties of these slices are propagated down the linac.

with (")'} the average beam energy and the parameters in the parenthesis the variances of the beam

distribution about its centroid. Thus, for examl)le,

1

o-_,= gwZ xe(_,,_,e+<xe>_) (s)
Z'
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with Nt, axxg, (a'g}, respectively, the number of particles, the position variance and the centroid of
slice t°, The parameter e is useful for charact.erizing the effect, on beam quality of sl,atic oi' slowly
charging errors, lt is assumed that the centroid shift of the beam at the end of the linac can be
corrected with the aid of a steering magnet. Let us, in addition, define the emittance factor _ in
a similar manner. In this case, however, the variances are calculated with respect to the axis of

the machine. This parameter is useful for gauging the effects of jitters, or va,'iations for which the
centroid shift cannot or is not corrected for.

For ali our calculations the wakefields used are the monople and dipole wakefields that represent

the SLAC linac accelerating structure. [K. Bane and P. B. Wilson, Proc. of the 1 lth Int. C,onf. on
Ilig,h Energy Accelerators CERN (Birkh/i.user Verlag, Basel, 1980), p 592.] The lattice, representing
the SLC linac, was provided by M. Woodley. We assume the initial normalized emittance is ,3x 10-5
rna. Our lattice is well matched: If the beam moves on the axis of the error free version of our

lattice the emittance growth found by UI'RACK is at most 1-2%.

The Optimal Bunch Length

Given a beam current, what is the most desirable bunch length? If there is no energy spread in
the beam then as the bunch length decreases the longitudinal wakefield effects become stronger and
the transverse effects become weaker, and vice versa. As the bunch length decreases the optimal
spectrum becomes wider due to the longitudinal wakefields. But, probably more importantly for
the SLC,, as the bunch length decreases the bunch needs to be, an average, more off-crest on the
rf wave to achieve the optimal spectrum. Therefore we need more energy head room to obtain the
same final energy.

Under normal operations , however, there is a significant energy spread in the beam, at least
near the front of the machine, since we run the linac klystron phases in a BNS configuration. If
there is an energy spread in the beam then the transverse effects don't necessarily become stronger
as the bunch lengthens. The tolerance to coherent oscillations can actually increase as the bunch
lengthens, at, least, over a finite range. However, in the SLC by the middle of the linac the beam
energy spread has been greatly reduced. And consequently (as we will see below) the tolerance to
coherent oscillations beginning in the middle of the linac, at high currents, rapidly becomes tighter
as the bunch lengthens.

Considering all the foregoing effects we suggest that the bunch be made as short as possible,
consistent with the energy head room requirements. In Table I we give the suggested bunch lengths
fox"currents of N = 2,3, 4,5 x 101° and the compressor settings that achieve these bunch lengths.
We assume the ring voltage is 1 MV.
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" TOLERANCE TO COHEI:IENT OSCILLATIONS

Injection Jitter Tolerance

At. high currents, if there is no energy spread in the beam, the tolerance to coherent oscillations
in the SLC linac are very tight. The tolerance to linac injection jitter a.t.N = 5 x 1010,. for example,
would be impossible to achieve given the level of stability of the extraction kicker of the damping
rings. Therefore we set the klystron phases to a BNS configuration, in order to induce an energy
spread in the beam: In the front of the linac, for na klystrons the beam is positioned behind the
rf crest at phase Ca, and in the rest of the linac it is positioned in front, of the crest, at phase Cb.
We will choose the"convention that Ca > 0 is a position in front of rf crest. A condition on the
overa!l configuration is that. the final energy spread of the beam is minimal. The cost. of this phase

swit.ch_ng is a loss of some energy head room &Eah, s, Note that we have only 2 free parameters
for choosing our BNS configuration.

For the currents and bunch lengths shown in Table I we have studied the tolerallce to linac
injection jitter as function of BNS configuration. Figure 1 shows some calculation results for N =

5 x 101° and Oz = 1 mm. For these calculations we begin the beam with initial angle Ax{_ in an
error-free linac and calculate the jitter emittance _ a.t the end of the linac, \Ve plot ira the figure
the jitter tolerance t0 as function of ¢, for various values of AEt3NS. The jitter tolerance is defined

as the ratio AX'o/Crxo, that increases _ by 25c_,. We performed a calculation at, every 2°; in Fig. 1
these results are connected by straight lines. Note that the curves all have an optimum phase.

For each current, and bunch length in Table I we've chosen a BNS configuration that gives us
what he believe are achievable injection jitter tolerances. The parameters of these configurations are
shown in Column 5-8 of Table I; the corresponding jitter tolerance is given in Column 10. Column
9 shows the total extra energy that needs to be supplied to the beam_including the contributions
of the BNS phase shifting, the higher mode losses, and the (on average) off-crest positioning of the
beam that is necessary to obtain a narrow final energy spectrum. We can also calculate an injection
drift tolerance t. It is defined just as the injection, jitter tolerance, except the figure of merit is
e--the emittance with respect to the beana centroid--and not _. The injection drift tolerances of
the suggested configurations are given in Column 11 of Table I. Fox' more details about calculation
of the injection jitter tolerances of the SL(', linac, see b:. Bane, AP-76, 1989.

Tolerance to Coherent Oscillations Beginning Part Way Down the Linac*

In addition to the effects of coherent oscillations starting of the beginning of the linac we've
simulated the effects of oscillat_ions beginning at arbitrary positions along the linac. By the middle of
the linac most of the beam energy spread has been removed, and the BNS damping becomes weaker.
Fig. 2 gives the calculation re_sults for N = 1 x 108,_, = 0.75mm (top); N = 3 x 101°,a_ = 0.7,Sham

-.lt , That this is an important problem was suggested by'J. Seeman.
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(lniddle): and AT= 5 x 101°,o'z -- 1 n_m (l,ottom). Tlle left colunlrl st-lows the jilter lolorarlce tom.

tile righi column the drift tolerance tta. These tolerances are defined as the amI_lit ude of oscillatioll
(given in mm in the plot) thal increases e (for i,.,) or _.(for fo,_) lay25%. The abscissas in the plots
give the linac position of the first peak of the oscillation.

It is probably the drift tolerance that is the more critical of the two for the SLC. Note that_
at N = 3 x 10l° and N - ,5× 10_° there is a flat mininmrn, roughly spanning the linac positions
s = 700 m to s = 2000 m. The minimum tolerance is 701lm for the former case, and 301lm for
the latter case. This tolerance is very sensitive to bunch length: at N -- 3 × 10l° the minimum is
reduce by half when the bunch lengtll is doubled. Note also that when we repeat, the calculation
for N = 5 x 101°, but this time with no BNS damping, we find the tolerance is reduced from 30/lm
to 41_m.

EMITTANCE GROWTH CAUSED BY ALIGNI_fENT
ERRORS IN THE LINAC

The SLC linac lattice is essentially a sequence of FODO cells with acceleration sections filling
the space between quads. Near the beginning of the acceleration soctions are correctors, and in

the quads are position monitors. First. with the orbit ul,correc.ted the monitors are read; then
the correctors are adjusted to correct the orbit errors, ttowever, since the quads are not. perfectly
aligned with respect to the acceleration sections and since the monitors have reading errors there
will always be residual orbit errors, even in a corrected machine.

The most, recent estimate of alignment errors (supplied to me by C. Adolphsen and J. Seeman)
are quad offset errors with an rms of 100/2m, monitor reading errors (with respect to the quad
centers) with an rms of 100tlm, and acceleration section offset errors (at each end) with an rrns
of 3001_.m. The quad offset and monitor read errors can be added in quadrature to give a total
effective offset of 14011m. Fox"our simulations we will take the whole length of acceleration section
between adjacent quads to be of one rigid piece. Offsetting each end independel_t ly with an rms of
3001tru in effect is equivalent to offsetting the two ends the same witl_ an rms of 300/v'_2 = 21011m.
The relative importance of the quad offset and the acceleration section offset errors depends on the

beam current, the lattice and the klystron phttse profile in the linac. At low currents, for exarnple,
the acceleration section offsets have no effect while the quad offsets still do. We find that in our

• case, for N = 3 - ,5 x 101°, the relative inlportance of the acceleration section offset errors to the
quad offset/monitor read errors is given by the ratio of the square of the corresponding rms offsets,
i.e. by 45/20 = '2.2. We see that the acceleration section misalignments dominate over tile quad
offset/monitor read errors.

In the simulations to be presented we will take as errors the quad offset, monitor read, aJJd
acceleration offset errors discussed above. To correct the orbit we use only those monitors thal a_""e..

positioned in the focusing quads, just as isdorleirl the actual operation of the linac. Beginning al.
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the front of the linac we correct, at high currents, to one monitor at a time. ']'hen finally we choose_

one of two methods to further iI_prove the final beam quality. \\:e adjust either (]) the lauIlcll of

' (2the beam (x0,:r0) or ) two correctors at lhc beginning of Sector '2'2; until tlle emittance _ at the

end of the linac is minimized. Note that for our simulations the errors are normally distributed.

but truncated at. -t-2o'. Note also that for every example that will be shown the sequence of error

seeds is the same. Figure .3 displays the simulation results for N 3 × 101°= ,ct,= 1 mm, O_=-200

and na = 56. Note that this bunch length is not exactly that given in Table 1. In Fig. 3 we plot

histograms of the final emittance growth [(Se- e/e0- 1] in units of percent growth. \Vith the beam

launched an axis [Case (a)] the median growth t_£me d -- 30(,_,; with the launch optimized [Ca,_e (b)]

(_;(-med -- 6% with o correctors in Sector ,)9 optimized [Case (c)] heme0, = 4..:)_A:,.We note, in addition,

,:,0/_,, in Case (b).33c2_,, in C.ase (c) 11%.the total span of results is in Case (a) l"

Figure 4 displays information about the amplitude of the optimized launch of Case (b) [the left

column] and the amplitude of the optimized Sector '2'2 kicks for Case (c) [the right column]. The top

histograms give the distribution of these optimizing corrections, The amplitudes are normaliz(,d to

the beam size at, the front of the linac [for (',ase (b)] or to the beam size in Sector 22 [for (.',ase (c)],

The median value, for Case (b) is 0.64, for (',ase (c) 0.8,5. Note that a value of 1 corresponds to a

'250 tlm oscillation in Case (b), a 120Flm oscillation is C,ase (c),

We have repeated the calculations for :\r = 4 x 10 l°,crz = 0.75'mm, 7_a= 64 and Oa = - 1,5° , The

emittance growth histograms are shown in Fig, 5 for the Cases (a) on axis launch, (b) opt, imized
' tlaunch and (c) optimized kicks in Sec or 22. The median emittance growths are respectively _(:med

,-,(
= 46%, 1 _:_,, and 6c,_,. Fig. 6 shows the distributions of the final optimizing adjustments for (',ase

(b) [the left two plots] and Case (c)[the rigl_t plots], The amplitudes are again normalized to the

beam size at the front of the linac [Case (b)] and at Sector '2"2[('ase (c)], The median amplitude
for Case (b) is 0.,53. for Case (c) 0,,t6,

Fig, 7 gives a representation of final phase space for one example collection of alignment errors.

an example that yields an emittance growth that is equal to the median value of the histograms of

Fig. 5, The vertical axis is given in units of mr, the horizontal axis in units of mm, In the plots

19 slices represent tl_e beam from z = 2,5_z to z = 2,0ct., \Ve plot the 1_7ellipse and centroids

['+'] for all slices. Note that when we computethe emittance each slice is weighted by the charge

distribution. For this example the emittance growth is (a) 60<2(_.(b) 20_){,.and (c) 95!_,

Finally. we have repeated the calculat, ions for A' = 5 x 101° _rz 1 mm, na = 96 and O. lOO

Fig. 8 gives the distribution of emittance growth when the beam is launched on axis, The median

value is 107%, Fig, 9 gives the results after launch optimization. Ti_e median value _(:med = 29_,,

The size of the optimizing adjustments is shown in the plot on the right. The median amplitude is

0.96. Fig, 10 gives the results obtained using the Sector 22 kicks. This time _emed -" 17_, and the

median amplitude of correction is 0.48.

J. Seeman once proposed distorting the waveguides down the linac in a manner that adds a
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component of the betatron oscillation frequency to the existing ranctom errors. \\"lth the proper

choice of amplitude and phase the emittance growth carl be reduced. We've sirnulated this correction

scheme for the previous example. The results are given in Fig. 11. After correction 6eimed = 9°('z..o/0:the

median amplitude of correction is 0.26, with respect to the beam size. We note that the histogram

is similar to the one in Fig. 9. For our parameters ii. appears that whether we add a betatron

oscillation to the beam or add it to the alignment of the waveguides, we achieve the same effect..
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